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I’ve been speaking about the First Statement over and over again and over and over again. But you 
can’t really understand this part without experiencing the Dharma activity. It doesn’t matter how many 
times I try to explain this to you. You cannot understand this part until you have manifested the 
wisdom which knows how this world we live in is made. 
The conclusion Buddhism gives us is to say that we are the one that are living in this world and the 
essential nature of ourselves and the essential nature of our world we live in are not different from 
each other. 
What about the Buddha? What were his last words - what was the last will and testament that he gave 
to his students right before he died? He said, ‘ Look to the Dharma activity as your teacher. There is 
no other teacher to depend on other than the Dharma activity. ‘
Some of you are wearing the special robes of an ordained person called a koromo. If you haven’t 
manifested the wisdom that knows that there is no activity other than the Dharma activity - the Dharma
activity is all that there is – then although you’re wearing a koromo you aren’t a real monk. 
Up until now I’ve telling you the same thing over and over again . I’ve been telling you that the Dharma
activity is made of two essential opposing forces.
And I told you that when the two opposing forces become one then the plus activity disappears and 
the minus and the minus activity also disappears. That state of unification is the condition of the origin.
That is the state that gives birth to everything. 
I talk about the source - the origin over and over again and if you came to Sanzen it’s obvious you 
haven’t understood a thing. What are you spending your time thinking about? You unquestioningly 
acknowledge the existence of your ‘I am’ and from that point of view you go to school, you study this 
and that. And then you sit there and think and blabber and blabber on and on endlessly to yourself. 
Buddhism says that the Dharma activity acts with plus and minus, tathagatha - tatha-agatha  both as 
its content and bring into being the condition of the Dharma. When the Buddha experienced the 
Dharma activity he later sang about it - he taught about it and he said that ‘I experienced the activity 
that has both tathagatha and tatha-agatha as its content.’ And he called the activity the Tathagatha. 
Than the teaching of Buddhism changed the word that he used as his teaching career went along and 
he took up the word ‘Dharma’ which was very popular at that time and called the activity of the 
Tathagatha the Dharma activity.
Then as I’d just told you when he was about to die he told all of his students: ‘All of you look up to the 
Dharma activity as your teacher and do the Dharma activity yourself.’ 
The problem is human beings simply have strong egos. So even if you teach people about the 
Dharma activity and tell people to take the Dharma activity as their teacher and practice it, they tend to
instead take the Dharma activity as an object and think about it in their own self-centered way. All of 
you have learned lots of different things in your life up until now, but all from the perspective of an 
unquestioningly accepted ‘I am’ self. Buddhism and especially Tathagatha Zen however doesn’t permit
you to unquestioningly accept the existence of the self. 
Therefore in Tathagatha Zen we insist that you investigate the condition of the origin itself but also we 
insist that you investigate how the ‘I am’ self is born from the origin. What exactly does the origin do at 
the times when it births the ‘I am’ self. 
The First Statement concerns that birth of the ‘I am’ self . The First Statement is talking about how the 
‘I am’ manifests. 
Buddhism says that when the ‘I am’ is born it is born from the source - from the condition of the 
source. The source is the source because it’s the source of everything. The source births everything 
and Buddhism also says that therefore you must see that the source becomes pregnant with 
everything. To be pregnant with everything means to have everything as its content. 
The state of the source is in fact an activity in which plus and minus are constantly working together 
manifesting states of utter unification and states in which they face each other or are distinct from each
other one after the next over and over again innumerably. 
The teaching of Tathagatha Zen teaches about this very kindly and carefully and say that plus and 
minus tathagatha and tatha-agatha unify and face unify and face over and over again. But they are 
working will-lessly. They are acting will-lessly completely.  
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This is what Buddhism acknowledges as valid - this will-less activity of plus and minus. And when you 
actually practice this will-less activity we say sometimes that the plus activity is the expanding activity 
and minus is the contracting activity. Therefore according to Buddhism if you are trying to see into the 
nature of your self you are striving to see into the nature of the world you live in. You must find in some
way or another to see these two opposing essential forces. Of course the person who was the founder
of Buddhism as a youth he was called Siddharta and later he was called the Buddha. What is meant 
by the word Buddha is a person that has truly experienced who has obtained and totally caught the 
experience of the Dharma-activity, the activity of tathagatha and tatha-agatha for himself. 
If you experience these two essential opposing forces for yourself and manifest the wisdom that 
clearly knows them – that is to say when you truly manifest them for yourself – then you are also a 
Buddha. People say Buddha but you can’t unquestioningly recognize a Buddha. 
Who is it that can acknowledge a Buddha? Who is it that can recognize a Buddha? It is only we 
existing beings that can do that kind of recognition. The teaching of Buddhism clearly concludes that it 
is only a self – an ‘I am’ proclaiming self that grows and develops and that can do the function of 
consciousness that can manifest the wisdom that knows the nature of the self and the nature of this 
world. 
So as I just told you, a Buddha is a self. A self that is born and grows and develops and matures. Don’t
forget this and carve this into your heart so that you will never forget this. And Buddhism can clearly 
answer the question of how the self first manifests. 
So….. the activities of tathagatha and tatha-agatha of expanding and contracting   that we can simply 
call plus and minus were unified in the origin. But when they separate from each other that is when the
self appears. 
The Zen practice in this style of Tathagatha Zen is to first know for yourself that the self manifests and 
existence is born when plus and minus separate from each other and then to take that knowledge and 
actually do it, to appeal to your own experience – actually manifest that activity yourself.
After I die probably a lot of people will come to you and ask ‘What is Tathagatha Zen?’ That’s why I 
explain it to you over and over now so you can answer clearly.
When you’re just beginning your Zen practice even though I explain these essential principals to you it 
doesn’t seem relevant to you. It’s hard for you to muster any interest in it. Therefore if I look at you and
see who is actually in front of me I want you to be interested in practice. I want you to find some way to
find some interest in Zen practice and so I say that when plus and minus become one it’s ok to 
personify that unity and call it the manifestation of the activity of true love. When we understand the 
plus and minus activities in personified terms then we say that you should understand the plus activity 
to be the male activity and the minus activity to be the female activity. 
True love manifests when plus and minus are one. In that state of unification of plus and minus the ‘I 
am’ self has not yet appeared. You folks however are starting with ‘I am’ selves and if you want to 
experience the state of the true source if you want to experience true love for yourself  you have to 
dissolve the ‘I am’. You have to beat the ‘I am’ to death. Buddhism says that we must live lives of love.
We must live for love. But that ‘I am’ has to disappear. I f that ‘I am’ is not gone then true love is not 
manifest.
Please listen up don’t make a mistake. Listen carefully to teisho.
Buddhism therefore teaches at least provisionally that the state of the source and the manifestation of 
true love are the same thing. However Buddhism further cautions us and says although true love is 
manifest it is  never fixated. The source is that which will birth everything, that which has everything as
its content, that which is pregnant with everything. Of course it cannot be fixated. The source will break
open and when it breaks open then it births everything then it births children. When the time of birth 
comes when the season of birth - that inevitably will come – comes that is when all things are born and
that is when the two essential forces of plus and minus tathagatha and tatha-agatha actually separate 
from each other. This state of seperation is different from simply facing each other or being distinct 
from each other. They separate and all things appear. That’s the teaching of Buddhism and that’s what
we have to actually do in the practice of Tathagatha Zen. When plus and minus separate from each 
other then for the first time in between them appears imperfect space an interval of space. That is 
when they are separate. The kind of space that is imperfect space technically is called kukan and that 
sort of space is the space we can see. It’s possible for us to see kukan, for us to see incomplete 
space. But we can’t see cosmos itself. We can’t see absolute true space. 
So please be careful. If you want to talk about something sacred that must be this great cosmos itself. 
That is neither object nor subject. Therefore the ‘I am’ self standing up in the position of the subject 
can’t say this or that about the state of sacredness itself. When there is a self looking upon the sacred 
looking upon the perfected being that necessarily is an imperfect self and the sacred state - the 
perfected being that the imperfect self is looking upon is also an imperfect perfected being. It’s not the 
real thing. 
No one can see the real thing. No one can see the true great cosmos itself.   
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People who are in a religious world, people whose profession is to be a religious person like monks – 
they tend to do that though. They tend to stay stuck in the imperfect self taking sacredness as an 
object and then say this and that about it. 
But be careful if you are that kind of a monk or a brother or a father or a pastor. Watch out, because if 
you insist on doing that your eyes will rot. It will cause you great suffering .
This is the difference between the religious perspective and the buddhist perspective. We are very 
strict about this in Tathagatha Zen . Anyone who says ‘I saw god’ or ‘I can see god’ be very clear to 
manifest the wisdom that knows that it is only an imperfect self seeing an imperfect god.
Lets leave it up to the incomplete human beings who enjoy this kind of thing to argue about whether  
god exists or not. It’s when that self that discusses that sort of thing completely dies - is absolutely 
gone that true absolute space can manifest. That is sacredness. That is the manifestation of true love. 
When true love manifests we cannot say anything. We cannot talk about good or bad. When the 
source manifests that’s when the two essential opposing forces unify and are zero. In Tathagatha Zen 
to try to make it easier to understand we teach in another way and say that it’s the state in which past, 
present and future have vanished. The source is also described as being ‘not one not two’. That is to 
say it’s constantly acting. The moment you think it’s total unification already the two forces are facing 
each other. In the moment they face already they are unified again - back and forth back and forth. But
when plus and minus truly separate from each other then for the first time that the three worlds 
appear.
Why is it that the three worlds of past, present and future appear?
When we are studying this in Tathagatha Zen we are very strict and say ‘Don’t try to understand how 
the three worlds of past, present and future manifest thinking of it in a flat way.’ The practice of 
Tathagatha Zen demands that you manifest the wisdom that knows that when the ‘I am’ appears the 
three worlds appear. You appear you have an ‘I am’ manifest and you are embraced through the 
outside by mother and through the inside by father. It’s that state of being embraced simultaneously 
from out and in that is the birth of the self. 
Get rid of your flat thinking and instead think in a spherical way. Think just like you are in a world that’s
a great rubber ball. That’s the way of thinking you need to do. 
Tathagatha Zen commands you to contemplate the manifestation of the three worlds in this way. You 
are embraced at the outside by the future activity and at the very same time embraced from the inside 
- from the past activity.
 In Tathagatha Zen we say that when true love manifests all distances are gone and then we ask you 
‘Where does distance go where has distance gone?’
But if you do Zazen using your flat way of thinking it doesn’t matter how hard you try.It doesn’t matter 
how vigorously you battle. You can do Zazen for a hundred years and you are still not able to answer 
that koan. 
What is distance?
When plus and minus separate from each other in between them that’s distance. At least as one way 
of thinking of this please contemplate that the minus activity is surrounding this entire one and only 
great world from the outside embracing it. And the plus activity is embracing this one world from the 
inside. Most people would say on hearing that, ‘Well I can kind of get ‘I am embraced from the outside 
by minus part. But I am embraced from the inside by plus?! I don’t know what you mean by that. I can’t
imagine that.’
The reason why it gets so difficult for you is because you are so custom to unquestioningly accepting 
the ‘I am’ and thinking in a flat way. 
But don’t you try really taking the heart that plus is the expanding activity and minus the contracting 
activity and contemplating the minus activity embracing the whole one world from the outside and the 
plus activity expanding from the inside. You should be able to do it easily like that. Who thinks like 
that? It’s the ‘I am’ who thinks in that way.
And when does that ‘I am’ appear? It appears when plus and minus separate. Expanding and 
contracting have separated from each other. In between the contracting that’s on the outside and the 
expanding that’s on the inside the ‘I am’ appears. The minus contracts from the outside, the plus 
expands from the inside. Of course they will come to meet each other. Some people may think that 
because plus and minus are opposite from each other because their natures are utterly opposed 
they’ll never meet each other. Maybe they think the future activity is on the outside running towards 
the outside away and the plus activity running through the inside they won’t meet. But Buddhism says 
that they will meet.
Everybody actually should know that plus and minus inevitably meet each other. In your actual lifes 
you are experiencing the meeting between men and women. And so because we know that this is true
from our experience we must find a way to acknowledge it - to recognize it. This is what I was talking 
about yesterday. When plus and minus meet each other. And I told you that they don’t fixate that state 
of having met without fail they break through and plus is now experiencing the world of minus and 
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minus is experiencing the world of plus. This is what you actually have to do in Tathagatha Zen. You 
have to appeal to your own experience and prove it to yourself. You should be able to think about this 
in this way. If you have consciousness if you are able to think it all according to Tathagatha Zen you 
should be able to contemplate this activity plus and minus breaking through each other and then 
arriving at the very source of each other. 
If you cannot manifest the wisdom that knows this essential principal then you’re stuck in the kind of 
consciousness that unquestioningly acknowledges the existence of the ‘I am’. And that way of thinking
that way of practice will never become real Zen practice. Some people just say ‘I don’t know what he is
talking about.’
When people say that to me I just want to pick up my stick and WHAMM! Slam it and say ‘You are an 
idiot!’ But I can’t, we are in America and they’d sue me and pull me off to prison. But then you’ll never 
do any progress. You just do the kind of Zen practice when you sit there and unquestioningly 
acknowledge your ‘I am’ and never really doing Zen practice – never really understanding anything.
I am not holding back about my true feelings because I am about to die. Why hold back?
They break through each other and then the plus activity experiences the world of minus and right at 
that very moment the minus also experiences plus. You have to actually manifest the wisdom that 
knows exactly this law of nature. 
And then right away plus arrives at the world of minus. At once minus is at the origin of plus.
Plus experiencing minus and minus experiencing plus that means they are doing zero. In Buddhism 
zero means perfection – completion. In Buddhism zero means satisfaction. It is zero but this is when 
plus is at the origin of minus and minus is at the origin of plus. They have only done zero in half of the 
whole world. They have only done the experience of being together completely with the opposite in 
half not the whole. That is why we call it the state of imperfect love. 
The heart of Tathagatha Zen practice is to manifest clearly both the state of imperfect love and the 
state of perfect love. When plus and minus first broke through each other they didn’t break through 
each other unconditionally or randomly. Plus and minus always have to do something in order to break
through each other. And what they do is they sacrifice a part of themselves. Plus gives one hundred 
millionth of plus and minus gives one hundred millionth of minus and through that giving they are able 
to break through. And then those two equal amounts of plus and minus come together in between plus
and minus. That’s why now plus and minus are separate from each other. 
Then according to one teaching of Tathagatha Zen plus and minus go on to arrive at each others 
sources. And then they turn around and look back to their own place of origin. But they cannot see all 
the way back to their origin. What they can see is the imperfect zero that is the coming together of the 
two infinitesimal portions of plus and minus that’s in between them. 
When the child is born in between them the husband can’t see the wife and the wife also can’t see the 
husband. The desire to clean then arises. We civilized cultured people have come to think in this 
stupid way. So I don’t really want to talk about it here. 
The important thing here is to understand that plus can’t see back to his own source and minus can’t 
see back to her is that the child is in between. 
And there is another reason why each activity is not able to see back to its own source and that is 
because half of the world has become a veil – a shadow. Although plus and minus can’t see their own 
sources cannot actually experience their own sources – what they can do in this situation according to 
Tathagatha Zen is think about their own sources. They can think back of the child my source exists. 
Buddhism teaches that everybody is the same in that, everybody will grow and develop to be able to 
do the activity of thinking. It’s not for the self to come to want actually to do just what it had thought - 
put it into practice.
And then the plus activity takes on the form of minus, phantoms himself as minus and does minus in 
order to go back to his own source. And minus is the same way. She has been doing contracting but 
now she does expanding and takes on the form of plus. And doing plus she returns to her origin.  
Don’t think that plus is always plus is always doing plus and minus is always doing minus. Plus 
transforms itself into minus and minus takes on the guise of plus in order for them to return to their 
own sources. They will undoubtedly take on the form of the other. It is because they can do that. They 
can go back to their origins. 
Men will without fail transform into women and women into men. If you think ‘I am a man I can’t do 
contracting’ or ‘I am a woman, I can’t do that, I can’t do expanding’ you are all wrong because in the 
very nature of things man and woman will take the form of others. But cultured civilized folks think ‘I 
am plus, I am a man, I am only doing expanding’ or ‘I am minus, I am a woman, I am only doing 
contracting’. And they miss out all the fun of being able to transform into the other activity.
That’s why Tathagatha Zen scolds all you civilized folks  and says ‘You can’t even transform as plus. 
You are stuck as plus you can’t do minus. You’re just idiots.’
They do take on the form of the others and return. And start returning back to their own sources but 
then they meet each other. Who do they first meet?
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 They meet the child that they had birthed. AAAH..that’s wonderful to see.
But if you’re hung up with cleaning you can’t enjoy this meeting with the child.
And this is where Buddhism teaches what I think is a utterly unique way that no other teaching 
teaches. When the activities that have transformed into the other meet the child – for example when 
the minus who is now doing plus - the plus mother we can say - meets the child – then the child gives 
back to its mother the minus that it had originally gotten from its mother. And that is when again the 
mother returns to be the complete mother. The moment she becomes complete at once she had 
arrived at her own source. The child then experiences the perfect minus activity together with the 
mother.
Tathagatha Zen teaches about it from the direct experience of it – from actually doing it. What about 
the plus activity. The plus activity has now transformed itself and is doing minus and it meets the child.
And the child gives back the plus to its father and at once the plus is now the total plus activity and 
returns to its own origin.
What happens when pure plus and minus are facing each other?
That is when a newly manifest condition of the source appears. When the child is born that’s when 
plus and minus are separate. That’s what’s called separation of guest and host.
Then when the child disappears that is when guest and host unify that is when subject and object 
unify. Plus and minus have come back together again. 
Through going through the activity of separating subject and object followed by the activity of unifying 
subject and object a new source manifests.
Tathagatha Zen takes that Buddhist teaching and does it. Does that teaching so that we can 
experience by ourselves that this is how the new source is manifest. 
That’s why I keep on telling you that if you insist on trying studying this law of nature using your flat 
way of thinking true Zen will never be born in America.
You have to find a way to manifest the wisdom that really knows that the Dharma activity is an activity 
that is constantly repeating separating guest and host and unifying guest and host separating and 
unifying over and over again.
If you could really give me your understanding that clearly knows that that plus is back at the source of
plus and minus is back at the source of minus that a new self is manifest - that a new source is 
manifest. Then you are doing Zen practice. 
New sources are manifest over and over again innumerable times until finally the ultimately large 
appears. 
What is the great cosmos? What is our universe? 
If you truly practice you have to understand that new selves will manifest one after the next until finally 
the activity of manifesting a new self does not need to be done any more. That is the state of the great 
cosmos – of the ultimately large.
Uupps.. I am sorry I forgot that this is a Dai-Sesshin. I thought that it was just an ordinary General 
Sesshin. During General Sesshin it seems ok to me just talk on and on and going way over time. But 
during Dai-Sesshin I should try to keep to the schedule more and I didn’t today. So I’m sorry. 
I should stop it. Though if you are serious in your practice you shouldn’t come during Dai-Sesshin. You
should just come during General Sesshin.
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